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AASCU/ERIC Model Programs Inventory Project

The AASCU/ERIC Model Programs Inventory is a two-year project seeking
to establish and test a model system for collecting and disseminating
information on model programs at AASCU-member institutions--375 of the
public four-year colleges and universities in the United States.

The four objectives of the project are:

o To increase the information on model programs available to
all institutions through the ERIC system

o To encourage the use of the ERIC system by AASCU
institutions

o To improve AASCU's ability to know about, and share
information on, activities at member institutions. and

o To test a model for collaboration with ERIC that other nat'cnal
organizations might adopt.

The AASCU/ERIC Model Programs Inventory Project is 'unded with a grant
from the Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education to the
American Association of State Colleges and Universities, in collaboration
with the ERIC Clearinghouse on Higher Education at The George
Washington University.



ABSTRACT

To increase the amount, variety and quality of writing done

.y undergraduates at West Chester University, a long-range,

three-part program was designed and implemented. Faculty were

provided with workshops and seminars in the philosophy and method

of "writing across the curriculum"; the U.liversity curriculum wis

modified to require at least three writing-im:ensive courses

beyond the freshman composition sequence; and a support service

called "The Writing Consultancy" was developed for students.

Program outcome measurements indicate that WCU students write

often and in more various modes, that WCU faculty regularly

include writing instruction in their courses, that related

faculty development activities have continued successfully since

1978, and that many faculty implement teaching practices in which

writing is used as a means of learning the academic discipline,

not just being tested on the discipline.
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West Chester Uriversity's cross-disciplinary Writing Program

was begun in 1978 as a pilot project funded by the National

Endowment for the Humanities End the Pennsylvania State College

Educational Trust Fund. Building on the skills developed in

English composition courses, the program was based on the

assumption that writing is integral to all academic learning in

liberal and professional studies. The program's focus is

therefore not on remediation but on enhan,:ement; the University

regards writing as much more than a set of basic languages

skills. The program provides for:

(1) Writing Emphasis Courses each semester in

traditional liberul studies (for example, English

literature, history, anthropology, sociology,

chemistry, and physics) and in professional studies (for

example, criminal justice, early childhood education,

nursing and public health).

(2) A general requirement that all students must

take three of these writing-emphasis courses, in

addition to English composition, before their

senior year.

(3) In-house lectures, seminars, and workshops on

writing for faculty members in all disciplines.

The WCU Writing Program has been recognized for its scope and

achievement by the Association of American Colleges. The Writing

Program is administered by a director and a committee of eight

faculty members representing different fields of study.



All students who enter with fewer than 40 credits must take

at least three approved writing-emphasis courses at West Chester.

Transfer students who enter with 40-70 credits must take two

writing emphasis courses. Students who transfer more than 70

credits must take one writing emphasis course. Each writing

emphasis course may simultanouely fulfill another degree

requirement.

Pertinent literature about writing-across-the-curriculum

(WAC) programs in general is collected in Teaching Writing in all

Disciplines, ed. C. Williams Griffin (Jossey-Bass, 1982) which

cites the WCU program, and in Robert H. Weiss, "Writing in the

Totai Curriculum: A Program for Cross-Disciplinary Cooperation,"

in Eight Approaches to Teaching Composition, ed. Timothy R.

Donovan and Ben W. McClelland (NCTE, 1008). Further discussion

of the WCU program appears in Robert H. Weiss, "The Humanity of

Writing," Improving College and University Teaching, March 1979;

for the WCU faculty workshup as a blend of writing strategies

suitable for all area of the curriculum, not just liberal arts,

see Robert Weiss aLd Michael Peich, "Faculty Attitude Change in a

Cross-Disciplinary Writing Workshop," CCC, Feb. 1980. Somewhat

similar programs for multi-purpose institutions were also funded

by NEH and FIPSE (for example, at San Bernardino State College

and Vermont State College); these programs differed significantly

from the more "liberal arts" oriented programs at small private

colleges (Beaver, Lycoming) or large universities (Michigan,

Maryland, Tcxas) .

The WCU Writing Program design is to educate regular faculty
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in all departments to t''ays they can use writing tasks of various

kinds to help attain course objectives (that is, to help students

engage in and learn the material, as well as to communicate

effectively what they have learned). Approved in 1979, the

Program mandated three writing-emphasis courses for all

undergraduates beginning in 1980 (the class of 1984). Some

aspects of this program brought managerial concerns and slight

program shifts over the years to accommodate transfer students

and to provide sufficient inventory of writing-emphasis courses

to meet the needs of 8,000+ undergraduates.

The program publishes a newsletter 4-5 times a year, has

published a 33-page Faculty Handbook for the WCU Writing Program,

conducts free-lunch-for-faculty sessions where writing-emphasis

teaching strategies are shared, and provides a 3-day intensive

workshop in May just after the end of the Spring semester. The

free-lunch sessions and the 3-day workshop enjoy a good

reputation among faculty and administration and are seen as a

valuable "faculty development" activity. At least 10 WCU faculty

have published or present professional papers on WAC. The

Writing Program has been funded over the past 4 years by small

grants from the WCU Faculty Development Committee And for two

years by grants from the state university system's Faculty

Development Council (SSHE), the latter providing for the

inclusion in the May Lorkshop of faculty from 13 institutions.

Among other visible results, WCU has an inventory of over

275 courses revised to emphasize writing. Past evaluation; were

published '.3y the Program Director and included in the final

report to NEH. Later evaluations gathered data or program

3



effects on students and farnli-y
.t."

of surveying students to determine their perceptions of program

content and usefulness.

The WCU Writing 17,1,,gram succeeded in its objectives because

(1) its philosophy responded effectively to faculty and student

needs in writing and learning, (2) it was pragmatic and down-to-

earth rather than theoretical, (3) it was effectively

administered, and (4) it was diverse and flexible enough to

embrace many different conceptions of writing and teaching. The

program is now concerned with quality control, on-going

assessment, and leadership succession.

4
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BACKCROUND

West Chester University's cross-disciplinary Writing Program

was begun in 1978 as a pilot project furled by the National

Endowment for the Humanities and the Pennsylvania State College

Educational Trust Fund. It now serves all of the University's

more than 8,000 undergraduates. The WCU Writing Program is

t_sed on the assumption that writing is importantly related to

thinking and is integral to academic learning in liberal and

professional studies. Its focus is not on remediation but on

enhancement. The Program provides for:

1. Approximately 140 Writing-Emphasis courses each

semester.

2. A General Requirement that all students must take three

(3) of these Writing-Emphasis couses each semester.

3. In-house lectures, seminars, and workshops on writini.

4. An in -douse newsletter.

5. Special activities involving students.

Like many other colleges and universities, WCU has been

dismayed at the marked decline in fh_c literay skills of its

entering studs tom. Frequent complaints were heard from

professors in the humanities, social sciences, and sciences about

the writing abilities of their students. Whereas from 1962 to

1973 the mean SAT Verbal aptitude scores of entering freshmen

ranged from 485 to 507, in 1977 the mean was 546, with two-thirds

of the scores ranging between 380 and 54C. Overall, the total

wilting ability of students entering WCU showed weakness on all

levels: the organization and development of ideas. the form,.cion
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Of effective paragraphs and sentences, vocabulary, and use of the

conventions of standard grammar, mechanics, and punctuation.

This is especially significant if considered in light of the

college's tradition of educating future teachers for Pennsylvania

schools. The tested verbal abilities of students entering WCU

and going through freshmen composition programs suggested two

major needs: for more instruction in and reinforcement of basic

skills, and for writing experiences to help them learn a

discipline and within it to exercise their knowledge comfortably.

In the late 1970's, WCU was ripe for a program for writing

in all disciplines. Because of the efforts of the program

director, the University pilnted a program for Writing Across the

Curriculum (WAC). At the time, WAC was a nationwide

reconsideration of the role that writing plays in the learning of

all subjects. Synthesizing research in cognitive development and

writing theory, WAC programs aimed to increase the quantity and

quality of writing done in academic courses and thereby to

improve both stuCtent writing and comprehension of subject matter.

To do this, WAC progra7.--: offered faculty a forum for discussing

writing and teaching an provided specific training in the use of

writing as a learning device.

Pesearch indicated that c.ommunicating the importance of

writing to students in the classroom helped improve their

writing. Other research indicated that the effective ile of

writing in teaching can substantially improve learning.

Across the nation, instructors indicated three major reasons

for their interest in WAC. First, they found measurable

improvement in the quality of learning when WAC techniques were

6
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used system,Itically. Since their primary interest was in such

learning improvements, they saw WAC as something to help them do

a better job of teaching.

Second, the effectiveness of basic skills instruction, that

is, composition courses, was consistently reinforced across the

University in WAC programs. Faculty increased the amount of

writing students did in various clases, which in turn improved

general student literacy. Graduating students who had this

superior training helped give the University a good reputation,

thus helping to attract more talented and well-prepared students.

Third, faculty who participated in WAC seminars and

workshops reported that as a result they themselves felt more

comfortable writing, wrote more, and believed they were writing

better. Ultimately, not only were student writing and learning

improved, so also were the quantity and Tiaiity of faculty

writing.



DESCRIPTION OF THE WCU WRITING PROGRAM

The Writing Program at West Chester University was

established to guarantee students continued practice in writing

beyond freshman composition courses and to provide students with

a variety of writing tasks throughout their academic careers.

The long-range goal of the program is to improve student writing

and learning. Specific goals are:

1. To encourage and assist faculty in developing

writing-intensive courses in all disciplines.

2. To help create enough writing-emphasis courses so that

students are guaranteed a reasonable selection in fulfilling

their 3-course requirement.

3. To approve courses for the "W" designation and to

monitor the quality of the program.

Building on the skills developed in English composition

courses, the program is based on the assumption that writing is

integral to all academic learning in liberal and professional

studies. The program's focus is therefore not on remediation but

on enhancement; the University regards writing as much more than

a set of basic language skills.

West Chester students' scores on the SAT-Verbal test have

declined about 50 points since 1970. Over 40% of all West

Chester University stuuent place into remedial composition. If

students complete their composition requirement, they would

ordinarily get onl' occasional--and inadequate--attention to

their writing. With the aid of tunas from the National Endowment

for tie Humanities, the Writing Program was begun in 1978 to

8
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remedy this inadequacy. The program aimed to make all

departments tespensible for some components of writing

instruction or reinforcing writing skills. The Writing emphasis

requirement became operational with the revised General Education

requirements.

The original proposal for the Writing Program and the

Writing Emphasis requirement contained a mandated faculty

development component that was eliminated by the Cuiriculm, and

Academia_ Policies Committee (CAPC) when they approved the final

plan LI 1980. In Fall 1983 the Writing Program Committee

evaluated the program and submitted a status report to the Dean

of Arts and Sciences. In March 1984 the Executive Committee of

Arts and Sciences scrutinized the writing-emphasis requirement,

and their concerns were answered through a ,iritten response by

the Writing Program Committee and an informational meeting fog

department chairpersons and deans. Cne change in the program did

occur: CAPC reviewed th, 3-course Writi - Emphasis requirements

in 1984 and altered it so that a student could take all thine "W"

courses in one subject.

To encourage and assist faculty in designing Writing-

Emphasis ("W") courses in all disciplines, the Writing Program

hosts 1 cr 2 afternoon seminars and a 2-day summer workshop in

May, publishes at least 4 newsletters a year, and developed a

bound handbook.

Tc, help create an adequate number of "W" courses, the

Writing Program director holds occasional information sessions

for department heads and deans, monitors the Master Scheduling

process, and reminds faculty members and department heads about

9
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using the "W" notation.

To apprcve courses for the "W" designation, the Writing

Program Committee has developE.J a standard form to be completed

by an interested faculty member; holds meetings to evaluate and

vote on the courses; upon approval, contacts the faculty member,

department head, Registrar, and Management Information Systems;

and upon disapproval, works with faculty members to improve their

materials. The Committee also surveys students and faculty as a

check on program effectiveness.

The Writing Consultancy support service was divested in May

1985 to nut tutoring services under one roof; the function was

assumed by the Center for Academic Excellence.

All faculty receive the Writing Program newsletters and have

received the longer publication. At least 200 faculty members

have participated in one or more afternoon seminars or summer

workshops; faculty from all departments have participated, many

by being featured as speakers. Since there now exist 262

different Writing Emphasis courses taught by as many or more

faculty, at least this number of faculty have thought about and

gun through the process of course approval for the "W"

designation. From 3000 to 3500 WCU students take "W" courses

each semester. The Consultancy was used by about 45 students a

semester for a total use of about 150 hours per academic year.

Five changes have occurred in the Writing Program since

1981. Suimmer faculty workshops, which had been part of the

original program, were restored in 1984 after an absence of 2

years. The 3-course requirement for all students was modified in



1984 so that a student is now able to take all three in one

subject, The Writing Consultancy function was given to the

Center for Academic Excellence in 1985. In 1983 the Program

began to report to the FAS Dean instead of the Prevost. In 1985

the Faculty Development Committee began to support some Writing

Program activities.

The Director publishes the Newsletter; arranges, staffs, and

conducts the faculty seminars and workshops; calls anA ^onducts

meetings of the Writing Program Committee; keeps records of

minutes and course inventories; monitors Writing-Emphasis

offerings on each Vaster Schedule; seeks funds to support

program activities; communicates with university units; and has

overall administrative responsibility for the program. The

Committee approves courses for the "W" designation, recommends to

CAPC on policy matters and to university administration on

procedural natters, and advises the director on faculty

development and student activities.

No FTE faculty ake assigned to the Writing Program except as

part of regular assignments. The director's time on the Program

is 5-10% FTE, including summer. The half-time graduate assistant

aids in writing and publishing the newsletter and in other

program activities, and the secretary duplicates, distributes,

and files program materials.

The Program Director has a national reputation for having

developed the WCU program in 1978, has helped other universities

establish similar programs, and has published articles on writing

across the curriculum.

The Writing Program has little real cost: an estimate 10% of



secretarial ti n^ (ab--t '1100) and 50% of a graduate assistant

($1750). The Prlgram Director and another faculty member who

codirect the May workshop have each been paid a week's salary.

In the past two veins, other costs involving contracts for

external consultants have been paid with funds from th- Facuity

Development Committee.



RESULTS

Of the externally funded original years:

Qualitative:

1. A full complement of 25 faculty signed up for the

first week-long faculty WAC seminar; there were no empty places,

and there was a waiting list. In 1979, 11 faculty participated

even without funding for nominal stipends.

2. Faculty participants wrote testimonials to the WCU

administration and project staff praising the workshop for its

philosophy and usefulness.

3. The 40-person WCU Curriculum Council approved in

1979 the new graduation requirement for 3 writing courses. This

major academic requirement has changed only slightly since then.

4. A survey of participating faculty (N =16) in 1983

indicated satisfaction with the program.

5. The program proposal was selected as a model by the

American Association of Colleges.

6. The original evaluation of the faculty workshop was

done by Robert P. Parker (Rutgers t ) and the program director.

Parker favored a more theoretical approach, while Weiss favored the

practical blended with the theoretical.

Quantatitive:

1. The -.ogram generated 7 published papers and over

10 presentations at academic conferences by 10 faculty. Several

of these continue to be cited in the professional literature

(Griffin, Parker, Hillocks).

2. Subsequent quasi-experimental research undertaken



by the program director and colleagues investigated

relationships among writing tasks, writing apprenPnsio-. conLcnt

learning, and writing improvement. See:

Robert H. Weiss, "A Recent Project on Writing to Learn,"
paper delivered at NCTE conference, November 1979
(ED 191 073).

Robert H, Weiss and S.A. Walters, "Writing Apprehension:
Implications for Teaching Writimj and Concept Clarity,"
paper delivered at Conference on College Composition ani
Communication, March 1980 (ED 189 619).

Robert H. Weiss and S.A. Walters, "Writing to Learn," paper
delivered at American Educational Research Association,
March 1980 (ED 191 056).

Subsequent Evaluation:

1. Two components of the Writing Program have been

evaluated over the past several years: Writing Emphasis courses,

and faculty development activities. Assessment of Writing

Emphasis courses has consistea of tallying their number and

variety over a 6-year period, of two surveys of student opinion

regarding those courses and the entire program, and a sampling of

anonymous faculty opinion on the same. Assessment of Writing

Program faculty development activities has consisted of tallying

the number of events annually and the number of participants in

those events, and surveying participants.

Since beginning in 1980, the Writing Emphasis Course

requirement has affected all students and all departments. The

number of "W" courses offered each semester has stabilized at a

comfortable range of 3300-3800, all departments now cooperate by

offering at least one "W" course, and the number of student

complaints or requests for exemption has dwindled to a trickle.

Students were surveyed in Fall 83 (N=262) and Fall 86



(N=215). In Fall 83, 23.7% of students said they were not well

informed about the Writing Emphasis course requilemehL, this

percentage was 28.4% in Fall 86. In 1983, 51.9% of students

said that their faculty advisor informed them of the "W"

requirement, while in 1986 only 33.5% so claimed. The

percentage of students experiencing difficulty in finding courses

to fulfill the "W" requirement decreased from 38.5% in Fall 83 to

25.1% in Fall 86. Whereas in 1983 as many as 52.7% of students

noted that their "W" courses had been greatly or moderately

effective in giving them practice as writers and improving their

writing, in 1986 this percent was 42.3 (the question being

phrased differentiy;. Sixty-seven students (31%) disagreed in

1986 that their "W" courses had improved their writing.

Nonetheless, 67% of the students in Fall 86 (1983 students were

not asked) agreed that the Writing Emphasis requirement should be

increased or retained as is.

From 1978 to 1986, the Writing Program held the following

faculty development activities:

Date

June 19-23, 1978
June 20-24 1979
April 11-12, 1080
May 19-20, 1980
November 14, 1980
March 20, 1981
May 8, 1981
October 23, 1981
December 2, 1982
October 13, 1983
April 25, 1984
May 28-29, 1984
October 17, 1985

December 5, 1985
March 20, 1986

Activity # of Participants

Writing Emphasis Workshop 29
Writing Workshop 9
Faculty Writing Seminar/Workshop 10
Writing Workshop 43
Holistic Assessment of Writing 10
Writing Workshop /Seminar 21
Writing Program Workshop 19
Writing Your Own Textbooks 48
Three Kinds of Writing-Emphasis Courses 7
Reunion and Discussion 13
Review of Writing Emphasis Program 31
Writing Across the Curriculum 15
Critical Thinking, Problem-Solving and 10

Writing
Collaborative Learning Workshop 18
technical Writing 8
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May 28-29, 1986 Writing Across the "urriculum 8
November 4, 1986 Essay Exam Panel Dis-ussion 21
December 1, 1986 Remedial Writers 12

Faculty participants in the 1987 and 1288 summer workshops

have been surveyed regarding the quality and u,ility of those

programs. Of 14 persons responding to the overall a_7,-,qsmen4-

the workshops, 10 stated that they were excellent, 4 that they

were good. For improving their effectiveness as teachers, 10

said excellent, 4 said good. For practical ideas for designing

writing assignments, 11 said excellent, 3 said good. All 14

would recommend this workshop to their col]eagues and would

attend a similar worKshop with new information and ideas.

2. In Fall 1988, over 450 students were surveyed on

program content and delivery. The data have not yet been

reported.



CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Because the WCU Writing program has endured well br-ycnd the

original period of external funding, recommendations regarding

overall outcomes are current. WCU is satisfied with the program

as it has evolved: it is especially pleased with the program's

faculty development activities and their results in the

undergraduate curriculum. Specific recommendations are:

1. That any WAC program embrace a wide-ranging and

practical philosophy rather than a narrow and idealistic

philosophy of writing instruction, no matter how theoretically

appealing. Include traditional writing tasks such as term

papers, book reports, and essay exams, but a]so teach faculty the

use of short learning centered writing tasks and rhetorical

variety in writing assignments.

2. That the program be designed to inclLde componenls of

faculty development, curriculum development, student services,

and effective administration.

3. That faculty development be part of a long-range plan

and that the specific hourly activities of faculty development

activities be carefully planned by knowledgeable workshop

activities and program directors -- if necessary from other

campuses.

4. That intensive faculty development activities be

conducted in a retreat-like environment over 3-10 days and that

faculty participants be paid a stipend.

5. That curriculum development for writing emphasis or

writing intensive courses be contingent on (3.) and he planned also



to avoid pitfalls. For example, participation 1-11-1111,1 ba required

of all departments, and policy must be written for transfer

students.

6. That provisions of student services be guaranteed by an

internal funding committment CE the University administration co

an English Department, a Writing Center, a Tutoring Center, or

some similar s'rvice; and that appropriate training be provided

for helpers of students.

7. That program participants at all levels -- faculty,

administrative, student peer tutors, and students -- be

encouLaged or required to write about their participation in the

program.

8. That the program publish newsletters, handbooks, and

aids for students and faculty.

9. That an awareness of activities and appropriate

publicity be planned to inform the various audiences of the

program's goal and accomplishments.

10. That program administration derive its support and

direction from a broad campus constituency, and that 'L.i. English

Department not dominate.

11. That progr.m management include attention to important

details such as how writing-emphasis courses will be tracked on

the computer, how they will be noted on a transcript, and

how many seats and how many courses are needed in a semester.

12. That on-going assessment be conducted and that quality

control be a real issue for program administrators, but that

evaluation of writing proficiency not necessarily be part of this



assessment because it is costly and difficult to administer.

13. That external consultants to a campus writing program

not be theoreticians but should include managers of similar

programs and non-English faculty from diverse institutions.

A writing program such as WCU's is viable elsewhere. The

program director has consulted with a number of faculties and

assisted them in developing similar or even superior program

designs, most recently at Kean College of New Jersey.
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I. Why Write?

Writing, it is generally said, is connected with learning

and thinking. If so, writing must be useful in every college

classroom. As an instructor, you may accept this position as

generally true, but y)u may have some reservations about using

writing in your classes. How much of a burden will writing add?

How much time will writing steal from your coverage of course

material? Are you expected to teach "English"? How will

students react to writing tasks? This guidebook explores each

of these concerns.

Rodin's "Thinker" ma/ be one of the few thinkers who ca,,_,n ,

have a pencil in his hand. Most typical thinkers at some point

have pen or pencil poised to jot down the numbers, schemes,

designs or words that capture their thoughts and allow them to

build and extend them. Writing pins down an elusive idea and

allows the thinker to explore it, see its implications and pos-

sibilities, test its truth and worth, and use it as a stepping

stone to othei thoughts or as the cornerstone to a concept or

structure.

The connection between thinking and writing is so close that

what are sometimes called writing modes are really ways of

thinking. Students who take in lectures passively, as if watch-

ing T.V., are learning less effectively than if they were

actively involved and engaged with the course material. If they

write, they are no longer passive receivers: they will be origi-

nators, synthesizers, and producers of thought. The act of

writing imprints learning on the mind and in memory. The use of

r.,
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so many senses--kinesthetic in the physical act of writing,

auditory as the students listen to their inner voices, and

visual as they create a graphic record before their own eyes-

all reinforces the concepts being learned. The written record

they produce is then visible, permanent, and available for

instant review both by themselves and others.

Writing is also connected to learning in that it gives

students unique access to their previous knowledge and experien-

ces. Writing reveals to students what they already knew and

what they still have to learn about the subject. Writing

facilitates the learning of complex material. Like a digestive

enzyme, writing can break down new, difficult concepts into

absorbable components. Students make unfamiliar information

their own by putting it in their own words and connecting it to

what they already know.

Finally, writing can improve reading comprehension by

demanding close reading of the text and by familiarizing

students with certain modes--for example, explaining a process

or comparing. If they practice these modes in their writing

they may better recognize them in their reading.

So how much writing are we talking about? As much as satis-

fies your goal for improving student thinking and learning. As

a mimimum, we recommend that you have students do some informal

writing which does not require correction, write one or two

short papers connected to a major course objective, and answer

an essay question in each exam.

r ---1
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As an instructor you may be wondering if this will mean more

work for you. it will, but it is manageable work and it will

also make you a hetter teacher. You will be doing something to

solve real prol-lems your students have in learning and communi-

cating. Yes, it will take longer to evaluate essay exams than

to score an Of_ -Scan test form. But the results of using writing

throughout the semester will make it worth it. You will be

encouraged and excited about seeing what your students can

achi3ve.

Can you be expected to teach Englisn? Not at all. No one

expects you to use your class time to teach syntax, grammar, or

prose style. When you read a piece of student writing, your

concer-1 will be with the student's grasp of course content,

astuteness of thinking, and clear communication of ideas.

What about correctness? You may be bothered by your

studen.-:' incorrect usage, but you probably don't remember many

of the rules yourself, you probably acquired your sense of

correctness through extensive reading, and you probably can

write adequately or well without much recourse to rules. You

can help y')..r students learn correctness by demanding a reason-

able degree of it. For example, you can take off points if your

students can't spell key terms specific to your course, ones

that you have been working on all semester. You can demand that

your students write in complete sentences and observe cJnven-

tions of standard English needed to understand the message. In

other words, you can reinforce the importance of correctness by
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having some element of it count on cerf-lin writing assignments.

You can make one general comment on these aspects, but you do

noL have to mark each error.

Suppose you have students who can't write well but can get

an "A" on an objective test? Won't this penalize them? Yes, it

will, but in order to maintain the "A" they should be forced to

learn to articulate concepts, to spell key terms and to make

sense in complete sentences. Their employers will expect this

much and may demand retraining on the job to achieve it; their

senior professors on thesis committees also have a right to

expect genuine literacy.

What if your students object and say, "This is not an

English course, so why should cm:: knowledge of English be

counted as well as our knowledge of the course content?" Just

remind your students that the separation of English from other

disciplines does not occur in the outside world. The ability to

write a simple report or summary, to keep a chart or log, to

write a memo, letter, or proposal, and to set forth a position

and back it up are an integral part of a college student's

future, whether that future is in trade, technology, business or

a profession. This "public" kind of writing is part of the

equipment necessary to function well in the world. The real-

life situations about which your students will have to commun-

icate in the future will never present themselves on Op-Scan

forms.

While English is a separate discipline on campus, use of the

I`, n
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English language is also an essential component of virtually

every class. The English word, whether heard, read, or written,

is the medium through which the class is conducted. The task of

communicating clearly and in writing what was learned is an

expected part of every Writing-Emphasis course and could be a

part of almost every other class.

II. What is Writing Across the Curriculum (WAC)?

What is Writing Across the Curriculum (WAC)? WAC is a

nationwide reconsideration of the role that writing plays in the

learning of all subjects. Synthesizing research in cognitive

development and writing theory, WAC programs aim to increase the

quantity and quality of writing done in academic courses and

thereby to improve both student writing and comprehension of

subject matter. To do this, WAC programs offer faculty a forum

for discussing writing and teaching and provide specific

training in the use of writing as a learning device.

Research has indicated that communicating the importance cf

writing to students in the classroom has helped improve their

writing. Other research has indicated that the effective use of

writing in teaching can substantially improve learning. Univer-

sity faculty have contributed in both areas: learning to write,

.7.1 2
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and writing to learn

Across the nation, instructors indicate three major reasons

for their interest in WAC. First, they have found measurable

improvement in the quality of learning when WAC techniques are

used systematically. Since their primary interest has been in

such learning improvements, they see WAC as something that helps

them do a better job of teaching.

Second, the effectiveness of basic skills instruction, that

is, composition courses, is consistently reinforced across the

University in WAC Programs. Faculty increase the amount of

writing students do in various classes, which in turn improves

general student literacy. Graduating students who have this

superior training help give the University a good reputation,

thus helping to attract more students who are talented and well-

prepared.

Third, faculty who have particioed in WAC seminars and work-

shops report that as a result they themselves feel more comfort-

able writing, write more, and believe they are writing better.

Ultimately, nJt only are student writing and learning improved,

so also are the quantity and quality of faculty writing.

How can you support WAC? There are a variety of ways

faculty can participate in WAC. These can range from merely

stressing the importaice of writing well in all your teaching,

to participating in a faculty seminar and reconsidering the role

writing plays in your teaching. To participate most effect-

ively, you should know about the West Chester University
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program, which is one of the oldest and most respected in the

United States.

III. What is West Chester University's Program for Writing

Across the Curriculum?

West Chester University's cross-disciplinary Writing Program

was begun in 1978 as a pilot project funded by the National

Endowment for the Humanities and the Pennsylvania State Colleje

Educational Trust Fund. It now serves all of the University's

more than 10,000 undergraduates. The WCU Writing Program is

based on the assumptions that writing is importantly related to

thinking and is integral to academic learning in liberal and

professional studies. Its focus is not on remediation but on

enhancement. The Program provides for:

1. Approximately 140 Writing-Emphasis courses each

semester.

2. A General Requirement that all students must take

three (3) of these Writing-Emphasis courses.

3. In-house lectures, seminars, and workshops on writing.

4. An in-house newsletter.

5. Special activities involving students.
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This section of the Writing Program Faculty Handbook will tell

you about these major aspects of the University program and

about three important procedures for faculty:

6. How to get a course approved as Writing-Emphasis.

7. How to get the '.41" course into the Master Schedule.

8. How else to get involved in WAC.

1. Approximately 135 Writing Emphasis Courses each semester.

According to the policy adopted in 1980, each student will take

at least three Writing-Emphasis courses at West Chester. (The

requirement is reduced to two for transfer students with 40-70

credits, and to oLe for students transferring 71 or more

credits.) Courses with the Writing-Emphasis designation are not

additional requirements but regular subject-matter courses that

by themselves can fulfill other general education, cognate, or

major requirements. These courses are offered in almost all

departments. They differ from other courses only in that their

syllabi and assignments call for a significant amount of writing

and their instructors provide significant attention to improving

student writing.

Writing-Emphasis courses are not English composition courses

but are courses that reinforce the competencies established in

them. Also, Writing-Emphasis courses are not intended to be

senior seminars in which extensive written work is ordinarily

required; rather, as envisioned for th4.s requirement, they are
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less advanced courses, many of which may be suitable for general

education on the freshman, sophomore, and junior levels. One of

their main purposes is to prepare students to attain some of the

competencies that are called for in senior seminars.

2. A General Requirement that all students must take three

A31 of these WritingEmphasis courses. The three Writing-

Emphasis courses, in adaition to English Composition, are

preferably to be taken before the senior year.

In evaluations of the Writing-Emphasis policy conducted in

1983 and 1986, it was found that students were well informed of

this Writing Emphasis requirement. Most student respondents

agreed that they had had no trouble in finding a Writing-

Emphasis courses, and that the Writing-Emphasis courses had

helped them improve their writing.

3. In -house lectures, seminars, and workshops on writing for

faculty members in all disciplines. Some are in the summer,

some a series in Fall and Spring. WCU faculty members as well

as outside experts are often invited to pa icipate in or lead

these. In ten years, over 250 members of the WCU faculty have

participated in one or more Writing Program events.

In 1986 and 1987, for example, workshops were led both by

WCU faculty and professors from around the country. Judith

Scheffler of WCU conducted a seminar on "Technical Writing," and

Ruth Sabol of WCU conducted a seminar on "Remedial Writers: What

to do in the Classroom." Among the outside faculty participa-

ting were Cynthia L. Caywood from the University of San Diego,

r"-
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whose topic was "Female Students in the Writing Classroom," and

Gail Hearn, Biology Department Chairperson at Beaver College,

whose topic as "Why Writing is so Difficult."

Other WCU faculty members participating in recent workshops

were: George Maxim of Early Childnood and Reading, Leigh Shaffer

of Sociology/Anthropology, and Walter Fox of the English

Department.

Other visiting workshop lenders were: Stephen Conrad of Bard

College and Community College of Philadelphia; Barbara Nodire

(Psychology), Beaver College; Leon Markowitz (English), Lebanon

Valley College; John Trimbur (English), Boston University; and

Christopher Thaiss (General Education Pro-J.-am), George Mason

University.

4. An in-house newsletter by and for faculty. Over twenty

newsletters have appeared in the history of the Program, most

recently three or four during each academic year. These are

distributed to all WCU faculty members here and have been

requested by faculty across the country.

A typical newsletter will have information on what the WAC

Program at WCU is doing or has done, or news about writing-

emphasis programs around the country. Occasionally the news-

letter will have features on what WCU faculty members are doing

in their Writing-Emphasis courses. Some specifically useful

past newsletters have been written by Susan Slaninka of the

Nursing Department and John Turner of the History Department.

ir"...,
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5. Special activities involving students: These have

included a Writing Day, a Writing Month, and a humor contest.

Students have also participated, in panel discussions and

received awards for good writing.

6. How to get a course approved as Writing-Emphasis. In

order to get a course listed with the "W" symbol a faculty

member must fill out a Criteria and Checklist for Writing-

Emphasis Designation (see Attachment B). The form lists the

four requirements fcr a course to receive the "W" designation.

These include a "writing summary' approved by the chairperson of

the department, and the Writing Program Committee's approval

before the course can be listed as a "W" on the Master Schedule.

7. How to get the "W" course into the Master Schedule. When

the course has been approved, the "W" notation can be added by

the Department Chairperson to the printed Master Schedule for

the coming semester. Sometimes the Department Chairperson has

to be reminded to add this comment ("W") on the Master Schedule.

8. How else to get involved.

- Talk up writing among your colleagues.

- Offer one or more Writing-Emphasis courses.

- Make sure your students know that writing is

important.

- Reward good student writing in your courses and in

your departmental major.

- Write all article and share it with your students.

r'n0 0
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- Participate in a Writing Program seminar.

- Ask to serve on the Writing Program Committee.

- Write another article.

Volunteer for Writing Program activities.

Find articles on writing in your field and share

them with your colleagues and the Committee.

Conduct research on the effect of writing on your

students.

- Develop a means of publishing your students'

writing.

IV. How Are WCU Writirq-Emphasis Courses Taught?

In practical terms, what do individual West (Mester Univer-

sity instructors do in teaching their Writing-Emphasis courses?

From an inventory of over 250 Writing-Emphasis courses, ranging

from general education requirements to advanced offerings in a

major, we have selected a variety of approaches to writing

emphasis.

Rather than restrict the way an instructor sets up writing

tasks in such a course, the committee's criteria and checklist

both allow for considerable individualization. The checklist

(Attachment B) includes four criteria for the syllabus:

00
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?. There must be a "writing summary" which shows how
the writing assignments will be used in class.

2. There must be a commitment to use score of the
writing-emphasis ideas recommended by the Wr.ting
Program.

3. There must be a commitment to use examples of
student writing to explain writing techniques
applicable to the course.

4. There must be a commitment by the insi-ructor to
provide constructive comments to encourage
improvement.

These four criteria are worth some explanation. The first,

which calls for a writing summary, is primarily intended to

enable an instructor to think through the writing objectives and

writing tasks for a course with the same thoroughness usually

afforded lectures on course content. Why, after all, are we

assigning research papers, essay exam-inations, learning logs,

etc.? Each instructor formulates an individual rationale in

his/her writing summary, which may then be examined for approval

by the Writing Program Committee. The task of composing these

summaries calls for instructors to examine the rationale for

using writing in a given course, encourages improvement in

managing currently assigned writing tasks, and promotes

innovation in forms of written expression.

To assist instructors in developing their writing summaries,

the Writing Program Committee has issued a separate list of

recommended writing activitie: (Attachment C: Some Recommended

Writing Activities). These suggested activities fall into three

categories: those requiring evaluation by the instructor; those

that may or may not be evaluated by the ::lstructor; and "other."

40
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For the most pc. , those activities requirinc evaluation are

improved versions of familiar academic assignments. The Commit-

tee wishci to discourage such practices as simply assigning a

term paper with only a few minutes of talk and letting the

students go on their own, or giving essay exams without

explaining what is being sought in the answers. From the

perspective of the Writing Program Committee, the most likely

end of such assignment-TMaking would be student failure.

For writing to be used effectively in traditional ways, the

Committee has concluded after reviewing current literature on

the subject that you must take time to explain to your students

what you are looking or in their tests and papers. It is also

helpful to have brief conferences with your students to assess

their progress on paper;. With your constructive criticism the

students will be able t#) make adjustments and improvements in

their papers before the hand them in to be graded. More

attention to early drafts means less work on later drafts, and

it usually means better final products. Some instructors prefer

to look not at sloppy 'rst drafts but at wnat they call "first

readable 'rafts," cleaner w'cr3ons which can be read and re-

sponded to quickly. Another suggestion is to have your student

write rough drafts before the assigrment is due and to have a

conference with the students about one of these; this practice

eliminates the problem of trying to rewr.te the 1 per -ifter it

is gradet'..

The same principle applies for essay exams. By distributing

41
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a sample essay or diagramming on the chalkboard what an "A"

essay should include, you can help improve your students' essay

exams before they are written. If the students know what you

are looking for, chances are better that you will get it.

r...'e. "other" kinds of writing activities /-,commended by the

Writing Committee have been developed as "writi g to learn"

exercises and do not require evaluation. Here instructors may

deal extensiveli with "affective" issues. For example, students

may be shown how the thought-process works in writing to help

them see that writing is not as difficult as it looks. Further,

by iiaving students work among themselves by critiquing each

others' writing, they will begin to see different ideas of

writing about the same topic, and they may begin to notice

mistakes. They may offer ideas to each other on style, and be

able to improve not only their peer's pap r, but their own as

well.

Other innovative writing exercises that may aid in learning

are: '-aving your students write a letter to a named audience,

analyzing and summarizing articles, keeping a subject-matter

journal, editi.g poorly written pieces, peer group editing, and

writing :heir own essay questions. We call writing exercises

like these "writing to learn". Research has shown that the

result f using "writing to learn" in university teaching is an

increasc in student learning, better grades, and, as important,

better writers.

An instructc,r may assign any combination of traditional or

42
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writing-to-learn activities, but will at the least provide thr

students with guidesheets and samples of the type of writing

desired. This way the students are not alone with what they do

but are helped through example. In addition, instructors may

help through conferences, and peers may help in group editing

exercises.

Following the recommended guidelines, nineteen of the West

Chester University Writing-Emphasis Courses are described in the

next pages as examples of the program's diversity:

Title

ARH 102 Art Histcry Survey

ECE 405 Administration and Supervision
of Early Childhood Programs

ENG 400 Women Writing

FLM 200 Introduction to Film

GEO 210 Population Problems

HIS 150 ThE merican Experience

HIS 100 Mainstreams in History

MAT 350 Foundations of Mathematics
Education

MGT 402 Organization Theory and
Behavior

MGT 405 Business Policy and Strategy

MGT 408 Business and Society

MHL 340 Medieval Music

NSG 311/312 Adaptation II

PED 100 Foundations of Physical
Education

4 ,-)''

Instructor Phone

G. Sermas 2381

C. Zimmerman 3323

E. Larsen 2898

J. Kelly 2425

A. Rengert 2824

T. Heston 3522

R. Young 2654

W. Seybold 2817

Staff 2304

Staff 2304

Staff 2304

S. Murray 2563

S. Slaninka 7331

M. Greenwood 2424

IIIMIIII11,...11ffilmaY
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PHI 130 Ethics L. Meiswinkel 2550

PSC 359 The American Presidency J. G. Smith 25G2

:0C 200 Introduction to Sociology P. Luck 2400

SPr, 322 Latin American Culture and E. Braidotti 2372
Civilization

SPP 107 Communicative Disorders Staff 3401

We are grateful to the faculty members teaching these courses

for allowing us to print the following descriptions and for

updating them as needed. Additional descriptions will be

requested for future editions of this booklet.

When reading these desci?tions of Writing-Emphasis courses,

please keep in mind that they are not a ccmplete list of all

that the WCU faculty offer. They are a representative sampling

of the methods used by WCU faculty for Writing-Emphasis, whether

those methods are innovative or traditional. There are many

more that, due to limi_ed srace, could not be reviewed in this

guidebook.

Gus Sermas in his Art History Survey class (ARH 102) re-

quires his students to do five very different kinds of writing:

summarizing class lectures, answering exam essays, free-writing,

peer critiquing, and true-Lo-life assignments. Students must

also turn in their notebooks for a grade. Failure to do any

the above lowers a grade. All of these assignments are averaged

together for the students final grade.

With this writing regimen, Sermas attempts to actively

44
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involve his students in learning. Having them keep a notebook

that will be graded causes them to pay more attention to class

lectures and helps them take better notes. Sermas hopes that

their note-taking ability improves in other classes as well.

Sermas also has students do free-writing, which allows them

to express opinions without hindrance. The free-writings are

collected and graded for content. Peer critiquing is also used

to allow the students to talk among themselves and help each

other in their writing about art.

ECE 405, Administration & Supervision of Early Childhood

Programs, i class for seniors majoring in Early Childhood

Development, teaches the students to communicate with various

audiences in the profession. In *his course, Connie Zimmermann

teaches her students how to develop a report for regulatory

agencies. Students are taught how to write several different

types of letters according to their administrative needs such

as: a letter of request, letters to parents, and letters of

acceptance or rejection of job applications. These letters will

be exchanged and critiqued in peer groups, and if necessary

reiritten.

Students are taught how to write brochures, flyers and

advertisements; how to write survey forms; and ho;: to write a

handbook; for paren4.:s. These are also exchanged in peer groups

for evaluation.

All of these exercises are to be combined into one final
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document to be submitted as a request for licensing to the

appropriate state agency. In this case it will he submitted for

a grade based on the state's requirements.

A Women's Studies class called Women Writing, listed as ENG

400 and taught by Elizabeth Larsen, offers on altogether differ-

ent method of teaching a "writing to learn" class. This class

deals with the problems that women writers have and offers solu-

tions tc those problems.

In addition to producing six written projects and other acti-

vities, the class does free writing in a few minutes at the

beginning of each session. The purpose of this freewriting is

to limber up the intellectual muscles it's a form of practice.

Students are also expected to keep notes on their readings and

their own writing to be submitted as a journal and as a series

of reaction articles. Students also comment on other authrs'

writing and on each other's writing.

In a basic film class (FLM 200) taught by John Kelly, stu-

dents do three writing assignments each week. The first is a

summary of the movie they saw the previous week, the second a

critical review of the same movie, and the third a summary of a

critical review by a reputable critic

The purpose of having the students do these three assign-

ments each week is to help them learn how to differentiate

between plot summary and critical commentary and to provide them

`U
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with practice in applying the insights learned about viewing

films to a particular film.

The idea behind having the students summarize a reputable

critic's review is to convey insights into how a critic criti-

cally views a movie. In turn, the students should begin to

learn how to incorporate these types of views into their own

reviews of the movie seen in class.

In GEO 210, Population Problems, taught by Arlene Rengert,

students are ::equi,-ed to take two essay tests, do a major census

anal...is project, and 4^ two smaller writing assignments such as

article summaries or business letters. Some of these activities

involve oral presentation as well.

Before each essay test, Rengert gives students an under-

standing of what what she looks for in an answer. After the

exam, when it is being reviewed, selected students are chosen to

read their essay answers aloud.

The census project puts students in groups of two or three

to report orally and in writing on some aspect of population

study. According to Rengert, this exercise teaches the students

how to work collaboratively with one another as well as to

understand more about the different methods of taking a census

and the different types of census. Verokons of the report are

prepared for 'pc' 1 technical and popular audiences.

At specified times during the semester, Rengert's students

are required to hand in summaries of articles that relate to
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current course material and to present their summaries orally.

This task keeps students involved in the literature of the

field.

An additional requirement is a letter, to be drafted and

sent to an appropriate audience, carefully expressing a signi-

ficant opinion on a particular problem regarding population.

These letters get sent to Congressmen, government agencies and

corumissions, or newspapers. Along the way, students hand in

rough drafts on which Fmgert will comment. The final drai is

commented on by the class as well. The letter is graded on its

grammar, form, and effective use of information t. support the

argument or request made by the student.

Tom Heston mixes informal with traditional academic writing

tasks when teaching his advanced history Writing-Empha-is

course, The American Experience (HIS 150). His students keep a

daily journal on inctex cards, which he collects at the end of

each class. Each student is expected to summarize the theme of

each class session on a card. He reviews these cards but does

not grade them. However, students failing to submit cards will

'le penalized.

Heston also requires students to read and summarize four

journal articles related to the course material. These articles

are chosen for their literary as well as historical merit.

Students are to read each article and draft a rough summary that

is reviewed in class by a peer group for clarity and expression.

4 c'
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For the most part, those activities requiring evaluation are

improved versions of familiar academic assignments. The Commit-

tee wished to discourage such practices as simply assigning a

term paper with only a few minutes of talk and letting the

students go on their own, or giving essay exams without

explaining what is being sought in the answers. From the

perspective of the Writing Program Committee, the most likely

end of such assignment-making would be student failure.

For writing to be used effectively in traditional ways, the

Committee has concluded after reviewing current literature on

the subject that you must take time to explain to your students

what you are looking for in their tests and papers. It is also

helpful to have brief conferences with your students to asses-

their progress on papers. With your constructive criticism the

students will be able to make adjustments and improvements in

their papers before they hand them in to be graded. More

attention to early drafts means less work on later drafts, and

it usually means better final products. Some instructors prefer

to look not at sloppy first drafts but at what they call "first

readable drifts," cleaner versions ;hich can be read and re-

sponded to quickly. Another suggestion is to have your students

write rough drafts before the assignment is due and to have a

conference with the students about one of these- this practice

eliminates the problem of trying to rewrite the paper after it

is graded.

The same principle applies for essay exams. By distributi_j
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a sample ay or diagramming on the chalkboard what an "A"

essay uld include, you can help improve your students' essay

exams before they are written. If the students know what you

are looking for, chances are better that you will get it.

The "other" kinds of writing activities recommended by the

Writing Committee have been developed as "writing to learn"

exercises and do not require evaluation. Here instructors may

deal extensively with "affective" issues. For example, students

may be shown how the thought-process works in writing to help

them see that writing is not as difficult as it looks. Further,

by having students work among themselves by critiquing each

ot.ilers' writing, they will begin to see different ideas of

writing about the same topic, and they may begin to notice

mistakes. They may offer ideas to each other on style, and be

axle to improve Nut only their peer's paper, but their own az.,

well.

Other innovative writing exercises that may aid i_ learning

are: having your students write a letter to a named audience,

analyzing and summarizing articles, keeping a subject-matter

journal, editing poorly written pieces, peer group editing, and

writing their own essay questions. We call writing exercises

like these "writing to learn". Research has shown that the

result of using "writing to learn" in university teaching is an

increase in student learning, better grades, and, as important,

better writers.

An instructor may assign any combination of traditional or

0 0
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writing-to-learn activities, but will at the least provide _he

students with guidesheets and samples of the type of writing

desired. This way the students are not alone with what they do,

but are helped through example. In addition, instructors may

help through conferences, and peers may help in group editing

exercises.

Following the recommended guidelines, nineteen of the West

Chester University Writing-Emphasis Courses are described in the

next pages as examples of the program's diversity:

Title Instructor Phone

ARH 102 Art History Survey G. Sermas 2381

ECE 405 Administration and Supervision C. Zimmerman 3323
of Early Childhood Programs

ENG 400 Women Writing E. Larsen 2898

FLM 200 Introduction to Film J. Kelly 2425

GEO 210 Population Problems A. Renget 2824

HIS 150 The American Experience T. Heston 3522

HIS 100 Mainstreams in History R. Young 2654

MAT 350 Foundations of Mathematics W. Seybold 2817
Education

MGT 402 Organization Theory and Staff 2304
Behavior

MGT 405 Business Policy and Strategy Staff 2304

MGT 408 Business and Society Staff 2304

MHL 340 Medieval Music S. Murray 2563

NSG 311/312 Adaptation II S. Slaninka 2331

PED 100 Foundations of Physical M. Greenwood 2424
Education

I--------------
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PHI 180 Ethics L. Meiswinkel 2550

PSC 359 The American Presidency J. G. Smith 2562

SOC 200 Introduction to Sociology P. Luck 2400

SPA 322 Latin American Culture and E. Braidotti 2372
Civilization

SPP 107 Communicative Disorders Staff 3401

We are grateful to the faculty members teaching these courses

for allowing us to print the following descriptions and for

updating them as needed. Additional descriptions will be

requested for future editions of this booklet.

When reading these descriptions of Writing-Emphasis courses,

please keep in lind that they are not a complete list of all

that the WCU faculty offer. They are a representative sampling

of the methods used by WCU faculty for Writing-Emphasis, whether

those methods are innovative or traditional. There are many

more that, due to limited space, could not be reviewed in this

guidebook.

Gus Sermas in his Art History Survey class (ARH 102) re-

quires his students to do five very different kinds of writing:

summarizing class lectures, answering exam essays, free-writing,

peer critiquing, and true-to-life assignments. Students must

also turn in their notebooks for a grade. Failure to do any of

the above lowers a grade. All of these assianments are averaged

together for the students final grade.

With this writing regimen, Sermas attempts to actively

17
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involve his students in learning. Having them keep a notebook

that will be graded causes them to pay more attention to class

lectures and helps them lake better notes. Sermas hopes that

their note-taking ability improves in other classes as well.

Sermas also has students do free-writing, which allows them

to express opinions without hindrance. The free-writings are

collected and graded for content. Peer critiquing is also used

to allow the students to talk among themselves and help each

other in their writing about art.

ECE 405, Administration & Supervision of Early Childhood

Programs, a class for seniors majoring in Early Childhood

Development, teaches the students to communicate with various

audiences in the profession. In this course, Connie Zimmermann

teaches her students how to develop a report for regulatory

agencies. Students are taught how to write several different

types of letters according to their administrative need such

as: a letter of request, letters to parents, and letters of

acceptance or rejection of job applications. These letters will

be exchanged and critiqued in peer groups, and if necessary

rewritten.

Students are taught how to write brochures, flyers and

advertisements; how to write survey forms; and how to write a

handbook for parents. These are also exchanged in peer groups

for evaluation.

All of these exercises are to be combined into one final

r- r
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document to be submitted as a request for licensing to the

appropriate state agency. In this case it will be submitted for

a grade based on the state's requirements.

A Women's Studies class called Women Writing, listed es ENG

400 and taught by Elizabeth Larsen, offers an altogether differ-

ent method of teaching a "writing to learn" class. This class

deals with the problems that women writers have and offers solu-

tions to those problems.

In addition to producing six written projects and other acti-

vities, the class dots free writing in a few minutes at the

beginning of each sessiJn. The purpose of this freewriting is

to limber up the intellectual muscles; it's a form of practice.

Students are also expected to keep notes on their readings and

their own writing to be submitted as a journal and as a series

of reaction articles. Students also comment on other auors'

writing and on each other's writing.

In a basic film class (FLM 200) taught by John Kelly, stu-

dents do three wricing assignments each week. The first is a

summary of the movie they saw the previous week, the second a

critical review of the same movie, and the third a summary of a

critical review by a reputable critic.

The purpose of having the students do these three assign-

mPnts each week is to help them learn how to differentiate

between plot summary and critical commentary and to provide them

r
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with practice in applying the insights earned about viewing

films to P. particular film.

The 'dea behind having the students sumrarize a reputable

critic's review is to convey insights into how . critic criti-

cally views a movie. In turn, the students should begin to

learn now to incorporate these types of views into their own

reviews of the movie seen in class.

In GEO 210, Population Prob-ems, taught by Arlene Rengert,

students are required to take two essay tests, do a major census

analysis project, and do two smaller writing assignments such ,,s

article summaries or business letters. Some of these acti-ities

involve oral presentation as well.

Before each essay test, Rengert gives students an under-

standing of what what she looks for in an answer. After the

exam, when it is being reviewed, selected students are chosen to

read their essay answers aloud.

The census project puts students in groups of two or thrc'e

to report orally and in writing on some aspect of population

study. According to Rengert, this exercise teaches the students

how to work collaboratively with one another as well as to

understand more about the different methods of taking a c .sus

and the different types of census. Versions of the report are

prepared for both technical and popular audiences.

At specified times during the semester, Rengert's students

are required to hand in sumaries of articles that relate to

r :z-
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current course m,-terial and to present their summaries orally.

This task keeps students involved in the literature of the

field.

An additional requirement is a letter, to be drifted and

sent to an appropriate audience, carefully expressing a signi-

ficant opinion on a particular problem regarding population.

These letters get sent to Congressmen, government agencs and

commissions, or newspapers. Along the way, students hand in

rough drafts on which Rengert will comment. The final draft is

commented on by the class as well. The letter is graded on its

grammar, form, and effective use of information to support the

argument or request made by the student.

Tom Heston mixes informal with traditional academic writing

tasks when teaching his advanced history Writing-Emphasis

course, The American Experience (HIS 150). His students keep a

daily journal on index cards, which he collects at tiie end of

each class. Each student is expected to summarize the theme of

each class session on a card. He reviews these cards but does

not rrade th,:m. However, students failing to submit cards will

be penalized.

Heston also requires students to read and summarize fouL

journal articles related to the nurse material. These articles

are chosen for their literary as well as historical merit.

Students are to read each article and draft a rough summary that

is reviewed in class by a peer group for clarity and expression.
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Heston moves from group to group to joia in the reviews. After

the review, students are expected to revise their drafts anC

submit them at the next class. Students are also encouraged to

further rewrite "completed" papers through Heston's policy that

the initial grade assigned may be replaced with a higher grade

if the revision merits it.

All of the writing and rewriting has a purpose, according to

Heston, which is to concentrate on clear, logical, effective

communication as a means of understanding history. Student work

is constructively critiqued throughout the course and students

are shown the benefits of multiple revisions.

In teaching a basic history class (HIS 100) as a Writing-

Emphasis course, Robert Young uses three kinds of "writing to

learn" assignments combined with progressively more difficult

formal assignments. Young believes in the necessity Jf

emphasizing writing in introductory courses. As he puts it,

"Virtually all students taking HIS 100 are freshmen. Of these,

approximately half are simultaneously enrolled in English 000.

Therefore, we expect our efforts to reinforce, albeit within a

discipline, essentially the skills dealt with in ENG 000 and ENG

120. Our particular emphasis relates to enhancing writing

skills in note taking and essay writing in the context of

examination skills."

Young's syllabus calls for weekly writing drills, which are

writing-to-learn activiies that become more difficult as the
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semester moves along. These drills support his more formal

writing tasks and his course objectives. The first drill is to

have his students familiarize themselves with note taking; they

choose a "notebook partner" to share notes and enhance note-

taking skills for the first two weeks. Later, the notebooks

will be collected and evacuated.

In weeks three and four, Young's students take sample

quizzes to help them develop clear and concise sentence struc-

tures. These quizzes are collected but not graded. They are

aloo evaluated in peer groups and discussed in class.

By week fi\e, when the first of three graded quizzes will be

given, students are expected to write in clear, coherent senten-

ces because of the preliminary drills. The quizzes are dis-

cussed in class after the-, are graded and returned.

Beginning with week six, the writing assignments become

longer and more frequelt. Students must now write in complete

and coherent paragraphs. Week six also marks the beginning of

weekly writing assignments about purse readings, and these

writings require a personal critique at u. offic_ appointment

These writing tasks and conferences will continue the end

of the semester.

Young feels comfortable with the idea of "writing to learr"

and with gradually increasing the difficulty of writing tasks.

In adapting assignments to the level of his students, in this

case freshman who are taking ENG 000 or ENG 120, Young can

incorporate writing with his course material without the
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disadvantages (for instructor and students) of requiring longer

papers.

In MAT 350, Foundations of Mathematics Education, which

presents methods of teaching math in schools, William Seybold

has his students involved in four different writing activities,

all related to the teaching of mathematics. In writing, they

plan and explain a math-lab exercise suitable for a secondary

school classroom. They read, summarize, and react to articles

from journals in mathematics fields, and -ome of the better

summaries are presented during class as examples of good

wri ng.

Students also do a large research paper which addresses a

particular trend, past or present, in mathematics education.

The paper must describe the trend precisely and present allthor-

itative information which explains the trend and reveals its

implications. Form as well as content is important here:

sentences and paragraphs must be well construct'd and formatted

and all references b.:, documented by footnotes and a bibliogra-

phy. Poorly written papers may he resubm_tted, but the new

grade will be no higher than a "C". Seybold tries to eliminate

the resubmission of poorly written papers by providing papers

from previous semesters to serve as m-dels of acceptable form

and content. Also, he makes himself available to the students

for conferences and constructive critici_sm to help improve the

papers as they are being composed.

r
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Seybold's tests also emphasize writing in a novel and

productive way. mhe midterm and final exams take the form of a

controversial question in mathematics education which the

student is to argue either pro or con. Since this Hype of exam

is expected to take considerable thought and research, students

are assigned the question in advance and prepare a written

response. Then, during the exam hour, they debate the question,

after which the written responses are collected for evaluation.

A Business Administration major will do much writing in the

business and marketing classes taught by S. Reed Calhoun,

Richard Murray, and David Paden (MGT 402: Organization Theory

and Behavior; MGT 4C5: Business Policy and Strategy; and MGT

408: Business and Society). Their students are responsible for

preparing several "case studies" of different companies,

products or services. Case studies require many hours of

research and writing, and in most classes an oral presentation

must be given along with the paper. The Purpose of these long

assignments is to enhance a student's ability in writing such

reports in the world of business.

Some classes require three to five papers of 8-10 pages with

presentations for each, while other classes concentrate o- one

long paper, usually over pages, with presentations along the

way. Both kinds of classes have written tests throughout the

semester.

In most of the Business Administration classes, students

0
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work in groups of four to learn hew to share the work equally

and also to bounce ideas off of each other to produce a better

paper. However, when a Business Major reaches the senior year,

he or she will be individually responsible for a paper and

presentation.

Ledieval Music (MHL 340) as taught by Sterling Murray

requires two take-home essays and a research paper. Murray

assigns his essay questions in advance and expects his students

to organize a carefully thought-out answer that addresses the

questions accurately. He provides advance samples of acceptable

and unacceptable essay answers. In addition to content, Murray

is also looking for correct use of spelling, grammar, and the

ability to construct clear and coherent sentences and

paragraphs.

The research paper is pursued in stages, according to

Murray. First the studttnt will select a major topic in con-

sultation with him and then give him a propectus. After he

approves the topic and permits the student to begin research and

note-taking, he reviews the notes in periodic conferences. Then

the student hands in a rough draft for formative evaluation.

which consists of helpful comments and suggestions for the final

draft. To further assist his students, Murray places on reserve

at the Music Library a previously written research paper as a

model of correct format.

GI
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The Nursing Department offers a ten-credit course,

Adaptation II (NSG 311 & 312), that runs over a full year and

has a heavy emphasis in writing. Half of the year is dedicated

to theory, and the other half to clinical work. Both halves

require a great deal of writing.

Several Nursing faculty teach the course collaboratively.

The clinical segment calls for students to submit a weekly

journal of their clinical experiences, to prepare a comprehen-

sive written evaluation every four weeks tha. describes and

assesses their clients and their future treatment plan;, and to

submit a term paper. While writing this paper, the students

must meet with their instructor for a conference. A rough draft

must be submitted for comment before the final draft is due.

Again, to assist the students in their writing, different models

of writing are distributed.

The theory half of the class builds upon what was learned

and experienced during the clinical session. Here students

refer to the journal kept during their clinical experience and

clarify the events by adding their own feelings, ideas, and

opinions. Students must come up with their own nursing care

plans to fit their patents, document what they are doing with

their patients each day so that others could follow, write a

term paper on a nursing treatment plan that they used on two of

their clients during the clinical part of the semester, and do a

variety of free-writing activities. The free-writing tasks are

assigned regularly ;)y instructors to introduce a new topic,
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summarize an old one, or allow the students to react to a film

or lecture.

In Nursing 311-312, clear and coherent communication among

students, teachers, and clients is extremely important.

Effective writing is essential in the health care field, and

through these classes students learn not only how to take care

of people, but also how to share that care with others through

writing. Twc Nursing faculty, Susan Slaninka and XathlLen

Devlin-Kelly, participated in the first Writing Program summer

seminar in 1978 and have been instrumental in emphasizing

writing in Nursing 311-312 as well as other departmental

courses. Their article, "Writing Across the Curriculum,"

appeared in the February 198] number of the the Journal of

Nursing Education.

PED 100, Foundations of Physical Education and Sport, taught

by Mildred Greenwooc and other department members, is a general

education Writing-Emphasis course that stresses good writing.

Each class is introduced to tne professional organizations and

journals in the physical education field, and students write

article abstracts from three different journals that relate to

the material being taught in the class lectures. Students also

write a documentation of a field experience that could be an

interview, a professional conference, or a workshop. In

addition, students are required to write a short personal

philosophy of education. Another skill covered in this class is

6 ,;
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how to draft a resume and cover-letter to a possible employer.

Lauren Meiswinkel takes another unique approach to Writing

Emphasis in a general education Philosophy class (PHI 180),

where he mingles "writing to learn" techniques with more formal

writing tasks. Meiswinkel's students write a diagnostic paper

at the beginning of the course, which is used as a pretest to

evaluate each student's writing ability. Later in the course,

the students write a four or five page standard research paper

that in process is evaluated by peer groups. The students are

also required to answer essay question on tests.

Meiswinkel systematically applies the "writing to learn"

method to traditional academic writing. He provides the stu-

dents with examples of both good and poor writing, holds peer

group meetings, sets up conferences with each student, and

requires that at least one rough draft be turned in with every

paper for e\aluation and hellpful comments before a final draft.

By these methods, Meiswinkel believes, students improve their

writing. He works with them rather than just giving them the

assignment and letting them produce on their own.

In his course on The American Presidency (PSC 359), James G.

Smith makes writing a part of his teaching in several ways. As

a daily regimen, he has his students summarize class lectures

and discussions throughout the semester. These are collected.

Smith's students also write a term paper, which is critiqued
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throughout the semester by peer groups whn offer comments and

suggestions for revision. Smith provides examples and guide-

lines for the papers, evaluates and discusses them in class, and

if necessary asks for rewrites. Smith then assigns each student

to read another's final paper and write a reaction to it.

Patrick Luck uses five (...._fferent kinds of writing in his

Introduction to Sociology (SOC 2(0). He gives five essay exams

which he grades for grammar and spelling as well as content.

But beforehand he provides examples of good, average and poor

essay answers and discusses the criteria that influenced their

evaluation.

All of the other assignments are related to either the text-

books or class lectures, so Luck feels that they do not require

excessive planning on his part. Students rewrite in paragraph

foam their notes from his lectures on 'Theoretical Perspectives

in Sociology." They read the textbook chapter on "Love and

Property" and then draft a letter to an imaginary friend who is

about to be married, in which they must explain how family

relations are relations of property. They then write a brief

essay analyzing some aspect of their own experience from a

sociological perspective.

Additionally they read ani answer a journal article that

addresses a social problem. Their answers are written in essay

form and must criticize the article as a statement of sound

reasoning, noting the positive and negative aspects of the

65
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argument, itt. definitions, evidence, cause-effect relationships,

value judgements, and its pr'r)sed solutions or lack of them.

Latin American Culture and Civilization (SPA 322) taught by

Erminio Braidotti combines "writing to learn" with traditional

modes.

The syllabus calls for mandatory and optional writing tasks.

Mandatory are a book report, a research paper, a reaction paper,

and a four -part letter done the first day of class. Additional-

ly, students are to choose foar of a number of optional writing

tasks: keeping a log of 'he class; keeping and explaining a

cultural folder; interviewing a foreign person on matters agreed

to by the instructor; explaining a cartoon or a joke; analyzing

a Latin American country or comparing one to the U.S.; doing a

critical observation of LA culture; attending and reporting on a

LA cultural event; that is, pinpointing in literature some of

the major points discussed in class (culture through litera-

ture); and reviewing course (what the student learned). Father

than select apparently easier tasks, students must spread out

their choices almost equally among the ten options.

Braidotti developed this syllabus after participating in a

Writing Program workshop is pleased to Cfer his students so

large a choice of items to write about. He believes that it is

easy to find some interesting writing to do in his class. To

help his students improve as writers, Braidotti offers samples

of good and bad writing and has conferences with them about
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their papers. In all of these writing assignments he stresses

correct grammar, spelling, and punctual on, as well as content.

Braidotti's final exam is related to what was done on the

first day of class, when the students wrote as pen pals to

explain U.S. culture to a "foreign" person. On the same day,

they wrote what they knew about LA culture, and what they

expected to learn from the course. During the final exam, the

students are asked to write an organized essay about what they

indeed had learned. Braidotti finds that students general?y

learn a considerable amount about the LA culture, and that in

most cases their writing ability also improves.

In a Communicative Disorders class (SPP 107) taught by

several members of the department, students learn how to do a

case study of a child with speech problems. They are required

to write two letters to an imaginary clinic one asking for

permission to evaluate a child, and the other thanking them

after the evaluation.

Once that is accomplished, each student is required to

develop a case history for their child, to research and develop

tests for that child, to select and evaluate the materials

chosen, to prepare a transcript of the child's speech with the

abnormalities apfined, and to provide a dialogue to be employed

for parent interview. Each student must also make an oral

presentation to accompany the written report.

Students thus learn how to write a case histc, y, how to

6
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develop their own tests or use already existing tests to help

their child, and how to talk with parents of a child with a

speech disorder.

They also learn how to listen carefully, because each

student also has to preedre a transcript of the child's speech

that documents and explains the child's nroblem with articul,-

tion, phonation, and language. The student must stress etiology

as well.

A closely related class, Clinical Principles (SPP 350)

furthers the ability to write clinical reports. In this class

students are required to observe ten clinical sessions and write

a summary report for eac These reports are critiqued and re-

turned. Students also learn how to write a clinical report,

which is vital for a student interested in working at a speech

or hearing clinic. Additionally, each student must take notes

to be used later in writing surmaries and for essay tests.

6
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Writing Program Committee Functions;

Current and Former Members

The Committee screens course proposals ic- the Writing-

Emphasis designation, sponsors faculty and ottitn_ activitt,; in

support of writing, and acts as an advocate for the writing-

emphasis program. Members serve for two years. Meetings are

1,)1d at least twice a semester. In addition to student members,

urrent (*) and former faculty members include:

Marshall Becker (Anthropology)*

Jay Browne (English)

Uel Combs (English)

Kevin Dunleavy (Economics)

John Eberhart (Communicative

Disord.irs) *

Maryanne Eleuterio (Biology)

Bonita Freeman-Witthoft

(Anthropology)

Howard Freeman (Spel ^l Educatio.)*

Phyllis Goetz (Health)

Allen Johnson (Geology)*

Breat Kaplan (Physics)

Elizabeth Logan (Psychology)

John Lowe (Physical Education)

William Overlease (Biology)

Helen Reid (Chemistry)

Mary--Anne Reiss (Foreign

Languages)

Arlene Rengert (Ceogcdphy)

Robert Schick (Keyboard Music)

Leigh Schaffer (Sr,ciolody)

Mildred GreenwcA (Physical Education) Susan Slaninka (Nursing)

James :iabecker (Childhood Studies)

Robert Hawkes (Physics)*

Thomas Heston (History)

Walter Hirple kPhilosophy)

FredericK Struclneyer

(Philosophy)

Shirley Walters (Fduc,Ition)

Stanley YarusewicK (Physic:,)
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CR11ERIA AND CHECKLISr FOR WFITINU-LIIPHASIS DFHIL'INATION

Steps for the designs ion of a Writing Emphasis Course:

1. Develop a "writing summary" (samples on reverse of this
1sheet) and have it approved by your department chairperson.

2. Complete this form and send it with your "wriLin,r, summary" to
the Writing Program Office, Philips 210, c/o Robert Weiss.

3. The Writing Program Committee will notify you 4nd your 1

department chairperson of the approval.
4

4. generally, approvals within the first month of a semester
will permit a course to be listed with tire designation for Ithe follow semester.

YOUR NAME

II1LE OF COURSE

PREFIX AND NUMBER OF COURSE

PERIINENT INFORMAllUN ABOUT THE COURSE (optional) :

CAMPUS PHONE EXT.

Pleabe chec_1( all brackets:

ihe "writing summary" I have submitt2c? wt,1 this choclise
tefle(..ts how writing will be used to enhan(-.L the learningof the course content.

My course plan or s-ilabus incorporates wri,Ing tivities
recommended by the Writing Program Committee.

1 I will accompany course assignments with careful instruction
cont,r,rn ng techniques of composition (e.g., logic, movementfrom one idea to another, use of evidence, tone).
IhflE: It is strongly recommended that students be given
examples of superior and inferior writing of the particular
type requested in an assignment.

I rill provide students with cor;tructi\,'2 comments and
suggestions on their written mterial to efwourage subsequentimprovements in ex-ression and organization.

I have revie-.ed this course and approve
DepartmEnt GI p, 1 son

1he Writing Program sponsors workshops and seminars to =iid faculty
1 members in developing a writing emphasis fo their courses. Allfaculty members are not,tied of these events. In addit]on, WritingProgram Committee mcm,es will provide individual a3sistance upon
1 request.
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SS'S 111 Astro:cry (Za-. ;Gorge Reed)

hr_ang Activities

A. Creative cia o' - Students will he re- .:.red' to resear.": and modElrnaze

a caassioa_ my= pertaining to one of tne promine:t tonstellaticas int. du:ing tine semester of study.

B. raoser:anc activities - Sta.-lents wtla be req--red to sa:ru

desoriptIons of assagned ca.aza-ing activities. Tnese assithronts
wall a:.alude:

1. =serving ta, nag ht sxy at an inter: al of several ncurs
2. =serving tne nuont sxy at an interval of severe:
3. rpserving the moon through one entire synodic period
4. =serving t-,4 =engin; sun,et point
S. possibilit-es include a. onser:ing a sansat

b. observing the rain illusion
c. oLserving the ro.ions of pis-lets

(If visible)

C. :carnal arta:las - students will ne rm:uared to rear', summarize and
react to tree non-tecnnacal journal articles related to a subject
included in class discussions.

D. Reaction ors - Students will be asked to respond in writing, during
c-ass sessions, to questions and positions preserted during tnese
scene class sessions.

Test Ouestacns - A portion of each major test will incl.:dr an op-pc:tuna
:or a written response. All quazzes equ:re written response.

F. Na-or Written Protect - Each student will be required to subrit a
paper connecting astrcno y to their college major, hoboy cr personal
interest topic. Two nor-graded rough drafts will b... r=_ ..recd praor
to the surrassion of the final paper. The paper will represent a
rajor course grade.

Corments

Sectaons of this course that do not carry the writing emphasis
designation do not require written observing actuvii; reports, journal
article retorts, or the major writing project.

The writing assigamentz an tne expectations from tine assignrerts will
ce oarefully 'ascribed and discussed in Stud,-I^_ wort oe
co.ctructively cr_ cued f:,1lowing compbt.lcrl of tne ascicnreatz. 2'-n

e" is snail be placed upon tine wr-tcr's coLication to ",-_-curr-r.:.

the idantlfled reaLier. Exarbies of sIb=essful
sr-L11 be colleveea s=r1rEter for use alrLr:7 f-t-re
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= L__ting Summary

ET 241 '-n--nity health

reprinted with perrassac- of Professor Pn:llis Goetz)

Aotavities

- Required assignment

Students describe and exT._lain their weedy vo:unteer work exteriences
in a health agency.

F.r - Recuired aaaignment

Students are coven de ones f-r writing a cood basaness letter and
are recuared to write at :eas- two such letters. Before tne letters
are sert, cash is suomatted to tne instra-ctor for Lau-rents and
correction. When necessar studerts are as,:ed to rewrite letters
and resuomit them.

C. Thnucht Peaction Papers - Required assignmcit

Students write two thougnt reaction paters on the same sabject, one
at tne beg=ing of toe sarester and a second at the end.

D. Articles quired assignment

E.

After naving read ten professional periodic.el artacl_a., stadents are
as,ced to identify and to explain brie rain pcint of each artacie.

ra'cr Written Pronect - Fe:T.:used letter-gra:'_:d assigmment

Students are provided with c-_udeir-nes for writing the prolect and
are given the opportunity to review cood and ex-ellent student
projects completed in previous semesters.

Gereral Courents

S-rples of completed writing assionments are brought bats to class as a
recalar course ecti.t.aty in "mach students are asked to reap aloud oassales
or answers tha'.. are wr.11 written. On all written assmncrents, student work
is corrected for spelling and 9.1.a;ralr errors, and ca-rents are rade about
corpcs _ion. When a student's pa:Iez contains numerals spelling errors,
trv, r.7-dant is as.-ed to submat a lost of tne same words spelled correctly.

aacInts wno are r-r-le to e.:eress moor ideas proficiently are advised to
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Requiring evaluation by th.. instruetot

1. Assign a writing exerciso stalehts ar'Jlress or more
audiences. For emnyple, students could write a lottor tr a

congressional re. i entative on a topic dise,issod in c117,-;, of they could
a pot,er for a rofessiona3 audJence with a 1-,riefei- ,A-sion

for the popular press ct: a 4th grade (7_,

). Initiate a corri2spondencc dialogue,
students exchange aitcrnate written

developed successi'del frm a topic

3. Have students suilinarize a technicll
general and less formal terms.

4. Supervise aril review tl,e buildirr, of a rei-earch Taper at each stage of
develejnent. The final version will la such better and less work to
read ---ti you have appri-,77,d a prorpectus, In outlire, an,1 a first draft.

liave students react several literature searches or rf.views of the
literatare) and then cmpo.se one of th:21.r own from sfl-Fees you seledt.

6. Fmpha,.1,ize writing tasks that call for anal; .;is of a process or analysis
of Mu es or effects, and have students apply neadings at each stage of
the analysis. Provide examples beforchard.

or :--bate en !--ubject_ 1-:y having

s"atc:-1,nts a1,1 iespcnses

you assign.

pie::: (article, clai-_tor) in more

IT he accom;lished with ci adlitIonal evaluation by
the instructor

1. Pik students to re wTi' heir notes in parlcir:lph

2. Ask students to writc paracrrapt,. TrInarles of thPir rea61:1,1 assiqnrrents.

3. Discuss the charact-ri,,"ics of wr,tin-. P in y-iir fi(Yi: abstracts,
revie.qs, research articlPs: etc. Ex-,Aain the of writing
to a p.ofe; Lela. at'd._enco.

4. (lye an editing en-i-ise. FA 1-r17 a ilistracting
asignm..--nt or readi-1 a --)-rly Pn report and
ask stdents to

5. Use pt-or review it nomp-cially for shorter
wr1 F i i'a to kn can be tallied.

Other s141221;tic)m.-,

1. Give brief and 1, tal 1-,-.,:i,,
id.I learn aloe

, ,11-1 h "

2. Appoint a student rr_,-2,-)r or Ldr-, 'o le :C'.,
copy of the log on ::our oftleo

3, In any writing a3i,Tm rent sp-ci car
as trace

s

r

4. Before an essay, rcpt, dIFTributo
explain what con!;*lts
not just in content tut in Llarity 71

Post a

what ye,1 rrrin by r ,tich terms

and define.

In answers to on- a ',, exa7r and
3v?rago, and infer] rnspons-e--
(4 precision of ryprrssicn.

5. Assign a "mock" es3ay cirestion s'D that student5 can practice respondingto it.

6. After an essay tot,
exam questions. For
read aloud in class.

rr-vir-w the- wr, ing dc,n cn selected actual essay
examlei, rr,,t may pick one or two f:ciol answers to
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NO.3: PEER CRITIQUING

Most faculty agree that writing
should be encouraged, but many avoid
giving the encouragement. After all,
someone has to grade all the papers
that are written. There is a method,
however, that allows an instructor to
encourage more writing but keep
evaluation at a tolerable level: peer
critiquing. Not only does this tech-
nique help reduce evaluative presEure
for the instructor, it also helps re-
duce the pre.sure many students feel
about their own writing.

Peer Critiquing In Operation
The method is a simple one.

You should request that a rough draft
of whatever has been assigned be
brought to class on a particular day.
Emphasize that only the student writ-
ers will see the draft, that you are
not concerned with grammar and mech-
anics at this point in the paper's
development, and that the papers will
not be graded. The class should be
divided into groups of three; include
yourself in one of the groups to help
relax the atmosphere. Each student
should read his paper aloud twice,
while the listeners answer two quest
tions: What impressed you as inter-
esting? Where did you want more
information? Also emphasize that the
listeners are to make no value judge-
ments; they are to confine thcmselves
to answering only these two questions.
Rep t this process for the other two
students, so that all three will nave
read their rough drafts. The whole
exercise should take about thirty
alinutes.

Follow-up

This strategy has several advantages
but above all else it illustrates for the
student that writing is a process, one
that is as importaqt as the finished pro-
duct. To further emphasize this you might
ark your students to do another critique
of the same paper (in different groups) ina few days. After the second critique, en
courage them to read their final drafts
to friends, asking these people to answer
the same two questions. This way it is
possible for a student to have ''.gee crit-
iques of a paper before it is submitted
for the instructor's evaluation.

Results

Most students experience a shift in
attitude toward writing as a result of
peer critiquing. The fear of rejection
is lessened; ro value judgments are being
made, but the content and organizational
skills of writing papers are being re-
fined. In addition, by providing several
writing opportunities, the student's
writing confidence will increase. With
perseverance and encouragement, you should
be able to measure an increase in writing
competency,

Michael Peich
English 1)epartr nt

NOTE: The Writing Program office has
been moved to the Library's old entrance-
way. Please remind your student., to
enter from the Quad.

PLEASE SHARE THIS NEWSLETTER WITH YOUR COLLEAGUES.
ANYONE WISHING TO RECEIVE COPIES SHOULD CALL BOB WEISS AT EXT. 2135

t



U0. 5: THE ESSAY EXAM: LIGHf CANDLES, DON'T CURSE THE IgliihNES

Are you satisfied with student
performance on essay cxaminationiA IF
not, here is an idea that might help you
to improve their work.

Select three or four student ensay
answers of varying quality--from excel-
lent to poor--from a previous examination.
About three sessions before a scheduled
examination, reproduce the question and
the answrs, exactly as they were written,
for dicribution to your students. Ask
the students to read and evaluate each
ancer, "A" through "F," and to be pre-
pared to state why they awerded a parti-
cular grade. In general discus. on,
arrive at a class consensus co the
quality of each Answer and the specific
attributes which separate excellent from
poorer responses.

Thou assign the students an essay
question to be completed at home and pre-
sew,ed at the next class meeting. At that
Lime, relit. the studentu to exchani;e
swers with a c'assmate and to evaluate the
response arcording to the criteria on a
"Peer Critique Form" which asks questions
similar to those below.

1. 0-)en the answer relate to the question?
2. ho you find any contradictio,is or

errors which weaken the answer?
3. Are the main points stated clear)y in

the answer?

Are the main points supported with im-
portant examples, facts, or references
from readings and class discussion?

5. List the important ideas or points
omitted from the answer.

6. Does the answer contaln'a conclusion

7.

8.
9

10.

..achmQrt

that relates the tepon-e to hr
siv;nifivant points rai!led by Ihn
question?

Do the paragraphs begin with a tepic
sentence that storte!; a malo point?
Do the sontA]nta-, mak
Has the author used general welds ot
phrases where sae/he could use mor°
specific ones? (Underline thw;e
wards or phrases ; uri;est alterna-
tives).

Proofread the paper for the author
and indicate spelling, punctuation,
and mechanical preblm.

Once the students have completed the
critique, the papers and comments are
to be returned and discucd with the
author by the peer evaluator.

Finally, you might want to collect
this material and review it with en eye
to isolating one or two common failings
that should be discussed in subsescent
(Ann:Jen.

This exercise is no cure-all liar
poor essay examination performance, sad
to sry. But it should equip most stu-
dents with thf ability 1.,) thri,
own work against generally accepted stan-
dards, and it really should stimulate
higher levels or achievement on subse-
quent essay examinations.

John Turner (History lept.)

PLEASE SHARE THIS NEWSLET1ER WITH YOUR COLITAWE;l.
ANYONE WISHING TO RECEIVE COPIES SHOULD CALL BOB WEIES AT EXT. 2:-?(11



NO. 6: WRITING TO LEARN. LEARNING Tn WRTE

Whenever we have a need to explain a
complicated idea, or to help make an idea
clear, or to help remember, we comwcrily
reach for a pencil and paper. We assume
that writing an idea down is connected to
making it more clear, to organizing our
thinking, to helping us remember, to learn-
ing. This is such common-sense assump-
tion that much of scho Ling is based on
it.

Hypotheses Tasted
One of the results of last summer's

writing workshop is a series of studies
designed to collect empirical data to
measure and describe the relationships be-
tween writing and learning that are part
of that assumption. These studies focus
on a set of specifically defined writing

"feedback" teachiLg techniques and how
they affect the learning of college stu-
denLu. Writing "feL-huelt" in Lheue
studies consists of assignments, however
brief, in which students regularly re-
spond in writing to course material. A
pilot study during Fall 1978 and simul-
taneous replication studies during Spring
1979 (using a quasi-experimental non-
equivr'ent comparison group design and
analy:Ics of covariance and chi square)
test tae ioilowing four hypotheses:

1. The more you write, the more
you learn;

2. Ideas written about will be
learned more clearly than ideas learned
without the help of writing;

3. The more you write, the better
you write; and

The more you,write, the more
you enjoy writing.

0

A ti_d(21tmer,t ;)."-j

Design of the Stuly

Fifteen professors teaching two
sections of Lhe same class in a wide
variety of subject matter areas are
using one section as an experimental
group and the other as a comparison
group. Both sections ar,7 taughL Lhe
same subject matter using the same teach-
ing techniques, except that in the ex-
perimental group significant ideas to
be learned are being written about using
the designated writing feedback tech-
niques, while in the comparison group
they are not. All classes are being
pre- and post-tested on achievcmcnL in
subject natter, writing skills, and
attitudes toward writing. The students
in the experimental groups are being
asked which ideas they learned most
and least clearly. Chi square com-
parisons are being made betwe n ex-
peeLed frequencieu and ucLuul lie-
quencies among written, non-written,
most clear, and least clear ideas
learned. Analyses of the data for
the fall pilot study show that written
ideas were the most clearly learned
and that non-written ideas were learned
least clearly. The difference wa:
significant beyond p = .ncl. The
studies were designed by R. Weiss, J.
Walters, and L. Kurtas with help from
E. Peters, M. Higgins, and others.

Shirley Walters

(Secondary Educqtion/
Professional Studies)
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- ALTERNATIVE WRITING ASSIGNMENTS -

by Susan Slaniuka (k:ursing)

Writing assignments in many college
courses have taken the traditional form of
compositions, essay examination questions,
or term paper assignments. West Chester
University faculty writing workshops have
presented a variety of other options for
incorporating writing into their courses.

Presented in this newsletter are a
number of alternative writing assignments
that have been successfully used by West
Chester faculty. It is the hope of the
Writing Program Committee that some of
these ideas may be helpful to others as
well. The committee also hopes that you
will assist us in our effort.: by p-oviding
additional suggestions that may be dis-
seminated via this newsletter.

Summarizing Class Lectures . . , For stu-
dencG having difficulty with testing situ-
ations, summarizing daily class notes can
be very beneficial. The students are then
forced to review the notes to clarify and
then synthesize the material and make it
more meaningful for studying.

Examguesjion Writine, . . . Several faculty
have allowed students to write examination
questions. This role reversal is not only
beneficial as a writing assig--leEt, but also
increases the students' understanding of how
difficult a task this is. Problems of level
of difficulty, ambiguit, and content selec-
tion quickly become as apparent to students
as they are to faculty.

Free Writing Exercises
. . . This concept is

a particularly useful tool for encouraging
students' writing because it is non-evalua-
tive. Students can be asked vo respond to
a questi- s, statement, or idea as 1 art of an
introduction to a topic or a peer-sharing
exercise.

Case Studies . . . Using case study
presentations as a c ?talyst for a writing
assignment can be very effecti,. Case
studies that are relevant to the students'
program of study can enhance interest in
the topic area and encourage writing.

Peer-Critiallina . . . Excluding the culty
member iron some assignments can have posi-
tive outcones. Students can be assigned a
written task and then divided into small
groups for a peer critiquing exercise. This
can he particularl effective for first
drafts of term paper assignments.

True-tc-Life Assignments . . . One parti-
cularly important as,:..ect of a writing
assignment is making it practical and rele-
vant to the "real life" situation. Finding
assignmen:s that meet this criteria in each
discipline can be very exciting for students
and faculty al_ke.

Faculty members with additional suggestions
about improving student writing may contact
Prof. Slaninka or any member of the Writing
Program Committee:

D. Charters

U. Combs
K. Dunleavy
W. Overlease
A. Rettgert

L. Shaffer

F. Struckmever
B. Lumbore
R. W,.!Dss

Department

Phys. Ed.
English
Economics
Chemistry

Cov't./Planning
Psychology
Philosophy
(Student)

English

Journals . . . The emphasis in a journal We have rejuvenated the Writing Programassignment is to allow students to express liewletter to provide faculty ,Ilththeir ideas, feel: gs, and thoughts in their additional assistance in help,ng studentsown style. Quantity rather than quality is to write id learn. We invite yourimportant in a journal assignment. Faculty comments and vour contributiors for
should refrain from marking journals on spell- our future issues.
ing, mechanics, or punctuation.

3/84



WRITING PROGRAM NEWSLETTER no.11
1.iusan Slaninka (Nursing) Has been

invited to share with you some writing
activities that are required in her
department You may find some of these
activities useful for or adaptable to
your c,lan content areas. Because of
limited space, she has not included
all ut the writing activities in the
Nursing Department.

departmental Newsletter

!he nursing students publish each
semester a HS Newsletter for their
peers. Iwo senior students serve as
co-editors of the newsletter and
reporters are selected from each
clas!. In this way, many students are
involved in the process of writing.
The newsletter has become a major
means of communication among the
nursing classes.

Writing Award

As an addition._ incentive to
students, a Writing Award .;as
established. the main objective of
this award is to recognize and
acInowledge outstanding achievement in
writing. Students are asked to submit
both nursing and non-nursing papers
fur consideration by the Writing Award
LommitLee. All other examples of
writing are also welcome. Iwo awards
are given each year--ore to a Junior
and one to a senior. The winners'
names are diElilayed on a permanent
plague in the "hirsing Department.

tt-_111 Paper Assignments

lo emphasize writing as a process,
nut io A as a product, studen,s are
asks .0 submit a first draft aloig
with written self-evaluation of the
draft n the due date. Peer evaluation
,e!..-;S1 s are then scheduled so that
peers ar. give feedback to each other.
Litaidel.ts can also choose to meet witi
a faculty member for additional
guidance. If this option is taken, a
writing evaluation conference is
arranged. laeulty are discouraged f um
compulsively "marking up" the papers.

/.,i,aPhment H.5

Rather, they are encouraged to give a
summary of constructive criticism to
the student. this form
has been found to tie a
satisfactory method of
students' writing.

Nursing t.,-__:-_e Plans

of evaluation
mot- C
evalrld _llig

A major responsibility of the
nursing students is to utilize the
nursing process in a variety of
clinical settings. For each client
assignment, a nursing history is
taken, a physical e>:am performed, and
nursing diagnoses developed. Students
then collaborate with clients to plan
specific goals and interventions.
Evaluation of the plan is the last
stage in the process. At this time the
student analyzes the effectiveness of
the plan and makes necessary
revisions.

fir ee- Wi i t ing Act i vi t les

the concept of free-writing is
introduced during lectures and in the
clinical setting. The following are
two e;:amples of this very useful
technique:

fief Or 0 the first c I i 111 La I day,
students wero asked to write for five
Mllita_PS on "how they felt about going
into the cl mini al a r ed. " tit i I i zat inn
of pr e-confer once time t o sitar e t heir
feel ings wi t li their peers pr Lived t n he
very beneficial . St tidunt s vier e quit I
to discover that t he anxieties t hey
wer e e> : per i en c_ I 1 Ig wer e not at al 1
unique.

Hite faculty member had students in
class write about the changes they hid
perceived in themselves and changes
they expected to °CC( over the ne;:t
semester. this integrated the eon-ept
of change int n t he let tore.

L;tisaii C. 1il au i ill,a
Depar tment of Nur sirig
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NO. 12: DESIGNING ESSAY EXAmmArIuti9

There is more to taking essay exar,s
than knowing the fa Often, some
students do better than others not
because they know more but because
they express themselves better.

Instructors often complain that
students write their worst on essay
examinations. The pressure of an
examination discourages good style.
But the chief weakness of examination
answers is not that they are
unpolished or ungrammatical or
awlward; it is that they are not
composed at all. Many students do not
first plan what they want ..-c) say. Too
often they begin to write without a
clear purpose and assume that as long
as they are writing they are somehow
answering the question. The result is
often an answer that is irrelevant,
unclear, and even self-contradictory.

*

The checklist below smamarizes some
considerations in designing an essay
question:

CHOICE OF TASK

1. Does the question test the
students' understanding of significant
course content"

2. is the question sufficiently
focused to allow students to say
something substantive in the time
allowed"

3. Is the question the end point ofa sequence of previous writing
assignments or other preparation"

4. Dues the question allow studentsto synthesize their learning, make newconnections, or see the material in anew way?

WORDING

1. Is the task clarified by exactuse of terms such as trace, comLare,explain, justify, etc." (See the listbelow.)

Are any steps in the writing taskspelled out clearly?

3. '- there enough context given sothat students can immediately plantheir answers without spending timefiguring out the demands of thequestion?

4. Would it be appropriate or
helpful to frame the question as a
simulated professional problem"

EVALUATION CRITERIA

1. Do students know the relativeworth of various questions or parts ofquestions so that they can apportiontime well?

2. Do students know the criteria bywhich their answers will be graded"

(over)

AN ESSAY EXAMINATION WORkSHOP FUR STUDENTS

Please announce to all of your classes that a oe-hour workshopon preparing for writing essay examinations will be held onDecember 5 at 3:70 to 4:30 p.m. and repeated December 6 at 11:00to 12:00 a.m. Location Mill be Lawrence Center , Room 105 foldHardee's area) , second floor.



The words that. follow are frequently
used in essay examinations:

SUMMARIZE: Sum up; give the main
points briefly. Summarize the ways in
which people preserve food.

VALUATE: Give the good points and the
ad ones; appraise; glue an opinion
eijarding the value of; talk over the
dvantages and limitations. Evaluate
he contributions of teaching
achines.

'UNIRASE: Bring out the points of
Difference. Contrast the novels of
Mane Austen and William Makepeace
Thackeray.

EXPLAIN: Make clear; interpret; make
plain; tell "how to do"; tell the
meaning of. Explain how scientists
..,S11i at times, trigger a fulll-scale
rainstorm.

DESCRIBE: Give an account of; tell
about; give a word picture of.
Describe the Pyramids of Giza.

DEFINE: Give the meaning of a word or
concept; place it in the class to
which it belongs and set it -1ff from
other items in the sa.e class. Define
the term "archetype'.

COMPARE: Bring out the points of
similarity and points of difference.
Compare the legislative branches of
the state government and the national
government.

DISCUSS; Talk over; consider from
varione, points of view; present the
tlifferent sides of. Discuss the use of
pesticides in controlling mosquitoes.

Attar'hmQnt, D.?

CRITICIZE: State your opinion of th ?
correctness or merits of an item or
issue; criticism m-4 approve or
disapprove. Criticize the increasing
use of alcohol.

JUSTIFY: Show good r asons for; give
your evidence; present facts to
support your position. Justify
American entry ' ;to World War II.

TRACE: Follow the course of; follow
the trail of; give a description of
progress. Trace the development of
television in school instruction.

IN1ERFRE1: Make plain; give the
meaning of; give your thinking about;
translate. Interpret the poetic line:
"The sound of a cobweb snapping is the
noise of my life".

PROVE: Establish the truth of
something by giving factual evidence
or logical reasons. Prove that in a
full employment economy a society can
get more of one product only by giving
up anther product.

ILLUSTRATE: Use a word picture, a
diagram, a chart, or concrete example
to rdrify a point. Illustrate the ii7,9

.f cat-Inuits in the amphibious warfare
of Plt,:xander the Gr eat.

S''
L.3i/

* *

Ti e Writing Frogram office also has
copies of News letter No. 5, by John
Turner (History Dept.) , which presents
a useful way to teach essay
examination stills in content COUrST.M7,.

Call Ext. 2297 for a copy.
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What Happened in the Summer Workshop?

Providing more emphasis on writing
and thinking skills in their courses is
the best way to help students become
Letter writers and thinkers. Fourteen
West Chester University faculty con-
cluded this in a two-day faculty work-
shop in late May under the sponsorship
of the Faculty Development Committee
and the Dean of Arts and Sciences.
Based on learning logs submitted by all
participants from the departments of
Physical Education, Art, Health, Psy-
chology, Communicative Disorders, Busi-
ness Administration, Chemistry, and
Childhood Studies and Feeding, the
event was well worth the time invested.

"Why is writing so difficult?" This
question began the workshop. Answers
included the difference between speech
and writing and the variety of audien-
ces and writing styles. Gai% Hearn,
Biology Department Chairperson at
Beaver College and co-author of the
book Vritinq in the Arts and Sciences,
discussed the a, lication of writing
assignments in her discipline and how
writing can be adapted to any field of
study. Hearn noted that surface er-
rors, punctuation, and spelling are
students' problems, not professors'.
Time should be spent on format, the
significance of the writing, and the
idea of audience (who the student in
writing for). Hearn encourages the use
of peer review an- self-evaluation in
lessening the burden on professors.

Over the next day and a half, pre-
sentations by Bob Weiss and Leigh
Shaffer covered evaluation, creation of
specific writing assignments, and lear-
ning-centered writing. Participants
discussed their purposes for writing,
designed specific writing assignments,
and considered new or revised writing
emphasis course summaries. As a re-
Suit, they developed idere they wanted
to try in classes and were thinking of
restructuring course requirements.

The leareing logs done by the group
reveal much enthusiasm and many new
insights into writing across the curri-
cu:um. The participants seemed eager
to try new approaches utilizing more
writing tasks.

For several participants, linkages
between writing and learning were new
and exciting. Before the workshop,
Darwood Taylor (Bus. Adm.) had focused
on "writing as a communication tool;"
now he sees it as "a learning tool,"
with the communication skill improving
"as a by-product of better learning."
To Jack Lowe (Phys. Ed , 'Probably
the most . Iportant element is to under-
stand writing as a learning process .n
itself and consequently doubly valu-
able." Gus Sermas (Art) noted that
using writing to emphasize what one
really knows is the most important idea
for him. Rick Murray (Bus. Adm.), who
is reformatting his Business Management
course into a writing emphasis course,
and "will use many more learning cen-
tered writing tools in lectures."

Cleavonne Stratton (Communicative
Disorders) was one of several partici-
pants who became "vividly awa'-e of the
importance of identifying the audience
to whom you are writing." As an addi-
tional outcome, one participant saw in
the workshop "a chance to develop more
[personal] career goals for myself."

The consensus of opinion was that the
workshop was valuable. "Oee of the
most fascinating aspects of this work-
shop has been the relevance of the
information for the numerous disci-
plines represented," said Dorothy
Now-ck (Health). "The suggestions have
been easily transferable--for the most
part--to my course assignments in Pub-
lic Health." Connie Zimmerman (Child-
hood Studies) feit that her "confie_oce
level" in helping -tudents to improve
their writing had be.) supported as
well as increased. Sam Moore (Psych.)
felt that the workshop was "an excel-
lent experience which generated a wide
variety of ideas for integrating wri-
ting into the curriculum...." :Judy Ray
observed, "The greatest contribution
was the practical application of a:1 of
the information...."

The only negative romment was that
it was too brief. Additional wort shops
foe fall and spring are currently inthe plannirg page. Look for details
in coming news etters.

81
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WHAT IS COLLABORATIvE

The collaborative learning movement
in the U.K. and the U.S. is a response
to the difficulty many students have
in adapting to college life. What
these students were found to need was
not an extension of traditional class-
room learning, nor tutoring and coun-
seling programs staffed by graduate
students and other professionals, but
an altogether different means of lear-
ning: collaboration with each other.
In a major article describing the
reasons for and principles of collabo-
rative learning, Kenneth Bruffee urges
teachers to try to establish processes
whereby students learn from and with
one another ("Collaborative Learning
and the 'Conversation of Mankind,'"
College English 46, Nov. 1904).

"CONVERSATION" AND THE NATURE OF
THOUGHT AND fNOWLEDGE

Bruffee defines thought as interna-
lized, private conversation. Because
our life in a community gener, tcs and
maintains public conversation, thought
requires us to understand the nature
of community conversation. To think
well individually, we must first learn
to think well collectively and we must
learn to converse well in our fields
of Interest. We need to tall and
write el:tensively in our e. iplines,
not as individual integer, out as
collaborative conversationalists.
Thus academic writing and writing
appropriate to work in business and
the professions are both written
within and addressed to a community of
status equals: peers.

EDUCATIONAL IMPLICAiIONS
Collaborative .earning provides a

social context in which students can
experience and practice the linds of
conversation valued by college
teachers. Student peers, Bruffee
points out, lack the lnowledge that
would enable them to constitute know-
ledge communities. But all students
bring partial lnowledge (experience)
and can pool that knowledge, maling
accessible the normal discourse of the
lnowledge community they together are
attempting to enter. "To learn is to
or collaboratively to establish and

Attachment D.9

maintain lnowledge among a community
of lnowledgeable peers...." The con-
tinued vitality of /nowledge communi-
ties depends first on maintaining
established lnowledge, then on
challenging and changing it.

Bruffee, however, cautions teachers
not to move abruptly into collabora-
tive learning. Throwing students to-
gether with no guidance merely perpe-
tuates conformity, intimidation, and
leveling-down of quality. Faculties
must instead create and maintain a
demanding academic en"ironment that
makes collaborationsocial engagement
in intellectual pursuits -a genuine
part of students' educational
development.

CRITICAL THIMING, PROBLEM-SOLVING
and WR1,iNG

On October 17, Chris Thaiss and
Randy Gabel of George Mason Univer-
sity led a faculty seminar on critical
thinking and proulem-solving. Both
are active in their university's Plan
for Alternative General Education
(PAGE): an interdisciplinary series of
courses that help the student under-
stand the vital connections among many
areas of study. Through PAGE, the
u. ersity strives to give stn tents
Lne breadth of lnowledde and those
habits of mind that will lead to their
success as critical thinlers and prob-
lem solvers in their chosen fields.
Collaboration by some one hundred
faculty members produces these
required general education courses.
Students develor "literacies" in ana-
iytic thinking and it the computer.
Course assignments and teaching
methods emphasize the students' prac-
tice and improvement of their develop-
ment as writers, readers and spealers
in the forms appropriate to all the
fields of study they will encounter.
The program ma4es a strong commitment
to writing.

A REMINDER:
December 5, 1985, John Trimbur pre-

sents a faculty seminar on "Collabora-
tive Learning" in h113ps Memorial
Library. A lecture will tale
place from 17:0() to 4 00 followed by a
demonstration from 4.00 to 5:00.


